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Abstract
This final degree project aims to introduce the bases of portfolio theory in order to
understand mathematical and economic foundations which are used in optimal portfolios
models. So it will be seen the models of Markowitz, Sharpe, the Capital Asset Pricing
Model and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory in a theoretical way and in a practical case, so all
the models can be embraced.
Resum
Aquest treball de final de grau pretén introduir els fonaments de la cartera de valors
a fi d’entendre el seu rerefons económic i matemàtic i veure com s’aplica dins els models
d’optimització de valors. Aixid́oncs, es mostraran els models de Markowitz, Sharpe, el
Model de Valoració dels Actius Financers i la Teoria de l’Arbitratge de forma teórica i
práctica, de forma que els models es puguin consolidar.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optimization of resources and finding the optimal investment are recurrent issues in
economic history and in our day-to-day.
However, this optimisation cannot be realised without rigorous, clear and objective defini-
tions or without basic hypotheses; we have to know what we are trying to optimise, what
information we have and what properties have the optimal objects.
All the same, when we take an abstract theory to its application in a social science, some
of the hypothesis can be broken or we have to estimate some parameters that the abstract
model consider as known; so the models do not fit completely with its application, and
we have to validate if, despite that, the model explains sufficiently the reality.
So, this work is useful as an introduction to portfolios and some basic models that have
tried to optimise them, from an economic and mathematical way. We are going to define
the models with accuracy, explaining why they would optimise the portfolio if the hy-
potheses meet, if they apply in reality and some of their principal critics.
Markowitz (1952) was the first to substantiate the bases of modern portfolio theory, con-
sidering it as an optimization problem of the trade-off between risk and return with some
restrictions.
Through diversification theory we observe that we can reduce the risk without reduc-
ing the return by combining assets with some characteristics, so we can understand why
we are trying to find an optimal portfolio instead of an optimal asset.
Altering Markowitz’s model with other hypotheses, we introduce the Capital Asset Pric-
ing Model, a model which uses simpler calculations and introduces concepts as risk pre-
mium, two-fund theorem or one-fund theorem, as well as the principal critics of the model.
Once the models are explained, we are going to propose a #C program which optimises a
portfolio given its information and we are going to solve a case using the different models.
i
ii Introduction
In the conclusion we are going to show the most relevant results and we are going to
recommend other models and themes that can complement this work. We have to empha-
sise that this work serves as an introduction to portfolios and to understand the rigour of
the explained models, however, they exist multitude of models, as the APT, that depart
from other hypotheses, that can further the theme, but they need detailed explanations
too.
Every correctly formulated model allows for explaining the reality if their hypotheses
meet. The difficult thing is finding a simple and easy model which can explain reality in a
global way. For this reason, the existence of other models, with other hypotheses, do not
annul the models explained, but they complement them and they allow us to understand
portfolios in other standpoints.
Chapter 2
Previous notions
In this chapter we introduce fundamental bases that allow us to understand the main
points of this work. It is useful to know its notation and the principal concepts of the
work, as long as it simplifies the main text, because we are going to use the prepositions
and lemmas of Previous Notions to make demonstrations in the project.
2.1 Finance notions
In this section we are going to define the principal financial assets and the way they
are valued.
A financial instrument that gives to its buyer the right to receive future incomes from
the seller is known as financial asset. In this work we are going to consider financial assets
and securities as synonyms.
From this set we can find fixed income assets and equity assets as the most important
subsets, which we are going to explain below:
• Fixed income assets: Financial assets which all its maturity and flow charts (Time-
line of the flows, not the amounts) are known at the beginning of the operation.
Some important fixed income assets are treasury bills, bonds and debentures. The
principal differences are shown in the table below:
Type Maturity Incomes
Bills ≤ 1 year One income at maturity
Bonds Between 1 and 5 years More than an income
Debentures >5 years More than an income
We notice that the interest that the buyer will receive can depend on a external value
that can be variable as the EURIBOR of a determined maturity. However, in case the
interest rate is fixed we know a minimal return at the beginning of the operation.
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• Equity assets: Financial assets which maturity and flow charts are unknown. The
most important equity assets are the stocks.
Once we know the definitions of financial assets, we have to know how is calculated their
value, in order we can compare them and define a return between what we have payed
and what we have charged.
In all cases the values Vt of financial assets in a time t are obtained as the discount of the
future cash flows Cs, either known or expected, by a periodic interest rate k, which is the
market discount rate. If we consider a set of times I where are expected some payments






where s ≥ t, is the time it lasts to arrive from t to the moment the cash flow will be payed.
From here we see that the value of a security depends of the cash flows, the time in
which they are reached and the market discount rate, so a change in any of this values
will affect to the value of the security.
• As long as time passes, some of the cash flows will be charged and the time to reach
other cash flows will be reduced, so the value will change constantly.
• If the entity has economic problems and can not pay the expected cash flows, then
the expected cash flows have to be reduced, and then the security value is reduced
too. This is called credit risk.
• If the market discount rate increases, that would mean that the interest offered by
the market increases, then the security would be comparably worse, so its value
would be less. The risk that the market discount rate reduces the value of a security
is called market risk.
So the value of a security changes constantly, however if we consider a fixed income asset
with all its incomes periodic and with fixed rates, and without credit and market risks, we
can calculate r the minimal expect return that the buyer would have if he keeps the asset
until its maturity.
Let be C the capital payed to have the financial asset, I the periodic effective interest given
to the buyer, the periodic incomes of the financial asset I · C, in periods 1,...,n and a extra












It is easy to see that in this case r=I, so it is a good expected return that has implicit the
different value of money in time.
In the same way, we can define the expected return of a financial asset with V0 as the
capital payed for having the asset, J the set of times measured in relation of periods from
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We can consider the expected return of an asset as a percentage of interest payed addi-
tionally to the original price, in order to buy an asset; so we are going to define some
properties about interests and their bases.
Let be C an original amount which defines the interests of a operation, C · I, where I
is constant and represents a percentage of the amount.
If these interests are paid and they are not aggregated to the original amount, it is called a
simple interest operation. On the other hand, if the interests are aggregated to the original
amount, it is called a composed interest operation.
In order to we can compare effective interests of different periods, we can use the
equalities we have using composed interest bases:
Let be Im the effective interest of an asset which has periodic m incomes per year; let be
Ik the effective interest of this asset if it has k periodic incomes per year; then:
(1 + Im)m = (1 + Ik)k.
However, for simple operations or for most of operations which have a maturity t fewer
than a year, simple interest bases are used. In this bases,the interests are not reinvested
increasing the amount from which interests are calculated. Let be i the nominal interest of
a operation, C the nominal paid at the beginning of the operation and C’ the final income
you receive, then
C′ = C + C · i.





Nevertheless, i corresponds a benefit produced in a maturity of t days, so in order we can
compare two nominal interests with different maturities, we can consider them as effective











and we can compare them as effective interests1.
We are going to compare them as I1, so from the equations above we would have
I1 = (1 +





A combination of some assets is defined as a portfolio. It will be the main theme of
this project, its study and some models that try to find the optimal portfolio given some
1We have used the convention ACTUAL/360, because we are going to consider treasury bills as the risk-free
assets to consider.
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assumptions. Let be A a portfolio, T the total investment in the portfolio A and Ti the





In order we can negotiate with more assets without the restriction of a total investment
amount T in the portfolio, we can use short sells, which is the sale of an asset which the
seller does not own.
This process works as follows: the short seller borrows an asset which sells at the market
and then he repurchases it in order to give it back to the lender, who lends the asset for a
commission. The short seller has to return the asset, with independence of its value. The
relation between the price at which he sold it and the price at which he repurchased it
determines the profitability of the short sell.
One example could be as follows: The short seller borrows a stock from an entity at an
initial price of x (which does not pay at the moment) and puts it at the market at the same
price. How he has to return the asset, he repurchases it on time t for price y, and then
returns the asset to the entity. Then, if y<x the short seller would have a benefit, so he
would have bought it cheaper than he sold, and if y>x he would have a loss.
We are going to see that we are not going to consider short sells. However, we introduce
them because it can be studied in other more specific projects, which do not have such an
introductory objective as our project.
2.2 Diversification theory
Diversification theory shows how we can achieve a financial instrument with less risk
by combining some financial assets so the reduction of the risk is bigger than the reduction
of the return.
This theory considers the returns of financial assets as random variables, so first of all we
remember some basic properties.
Remark 2.1. The expected return of a portfolio A consisting of the assets A1,...,An with
weights X1,...,Xn is the weighted mean of the expected return of its assets, if the expected
returns are finite.
Remark 2.2. Let be Σ the covariances matrix of the portfolio A consisting of the assets
A1,...,An, with finite first and second ordinay moments, and weights X1,...,Xn; let be σi,j
the covariances between rAi and rAj for i,j ∈ {1,...,n}x{1,...,n}, X the array with weights



















Xi · Xj · σi,j = XT · Σ · X.
Remark 2.3. Let be P a portfolio of n assets, with positive weights X1,...,Xn, which ex-
pected returns have finite variances and covariances σi,j, i,j ∈ {1,...,n}x{1,...,n}. Let be
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√
σi,i=σi the standard deviation of the ith asset, let be σP=
√
Var(rP) the standard devi-













Proof. We see when the standard deviation of the portfolio is the weighted mean of the
standard deviations of the assets in the portfolio. How σi,i ≥ 0 for i=1,...,n, we can consider√
σi,i:=σi.
If the standard deviation of the portfolio is the weighted mean of the standard deviations


































Xi · Xj · σi,j.






Xi · Xj · (σij − σi · σj) = 0.
We have that Xi · Xj ≥ 0 ∀ i,j because Xi,Xj>0, and (σi,j-σi · σj) ≤ 0 due to Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality.
So the equality holds only if all the addends are 0, so σi,j=σi · σj and ρi,j=
σi,j
σi ·σj =1 for every
i,j ∈ {1,...,n}x{1,...,n}.



























Remark 2.4. Let be X1,...,Xn the weights of a portfolio P consisting of n assets. Let be rP
the expected return of the portfolio, σi,j the covariance between the returns of assets i and
j; i,j ∈ {1,...,n}x{1,...,n}.Then the variance of the return of the portfolio can be reduced by
increasing its size.
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Xi · Xj · σi,j.





























∑ni=1 ∑j 6=i σi,j
n · (n− 1) .
Here we can see that the weight of the variances tends to 0 as long as the size increases,
and the variance tends to the mean of the covariances. In the figure 2.1, it can be seen
the result of a study by Eugene Fama where appears the deviation of different portfolios
consisting of N different assets.It is easy to see that the deviation tends to be lower as long
as N increases, and that for big N’s the variation of deviations is fewer.
So we have seen that it exists a part of the variance of the return that can be reduced
by investing in a greater number of assets. However, this increase in the number of assets
will reduce the risk only if the correlation between all assets is not 1. The introduction of
new assets affects also in the expected return of the portfolio, so we have to consider new
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assets with similar expected returns and variances as the assets which are already in our
portfolio so we can construct a new portfolio with a similar expected value of the return
and less variance.
As it is shown in the figure 2.1, an increase of the number of assets could not suppose a
reduction of the risk, for this reason we have to know the relation between the assets, so
we do not chose assets with correlations close to 1.
However, other studies of Fama show that the process of diversification hardly reduces
risk if the market does not have stability. A intuitive way to see it is as follows, in times
of recession, the expectations for most of the companies will be negative, so most of them
will have a drop of their returns, so the correlation of most of them will approach to 1 and
vice versa in times of continuous expansion.
Then, diversification is a good way to reduce risk, but we have to know the relation
between assets and the market has to have some stability.
2.3 Utility theory
In case we have uncertainty, we can apply to utility theory in case we want to de-
cide which is the better option considering our personal preferences. In this chapter we
consider some of their principal options.
Definition 2.5. We denote a simple gamble which an individual has a probability α of
receiving outcome x and a probability of 1-α of receiving outcome z as G(x,z;α)
Definition 2.6. (Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s axioms) Let be S a set of events ,the
sign  an order relation, the sign ∼ a equivalence relation, (+,·) internal operations in
the set, p1,...,pn the probabilities of occurrence of events B1,...,Bn, ∑ni=1 pi=1; then we can
define a complex event B as the event consisting of the possibility of occurring Bi with
probability pi for i=1,...,n. Then the following properties are known as Von Neumann and
Morgenstern’s axioms:
1) Comparability (Completeness): x  y or y  x or x ∼ y ∀ x,y ∈ S.
2) Transitivity (Consistency): If x  y and y  z⇒ x  z. If x ∼ y and y ∼ z⇒ x ∼ z.
3) Continuity (Measurable) Let be x,y,z ∈ S such that x  y  z. Then, it exists an
unique α ∈ (0,1) such that y ∼ G(x,z,α); if x ∼ y  z then y ∼ G(x,z,1) and if
x  y ∼ z
then y ∼ G(x,z,0).
4) Independence: If x  y, then ∀ p ∈ [0,1], ∀ z ∈ S, G(x,z,p)  G(y,z,p).
Definition 2.7. Given a set S, given a utility function u: S −→ R. Let be G any gamble with
events in S, then:
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• A individual is risk adverse if u(E(G))>E(u(G)), so he prefers to do not make the gamble.
• A individual is risk neutral if u(E(G))=E(u(G)), so he has the same utility making the gamble
that without making it.
• A individual is risk loving if E(u(G))>u(E(G)), so he prefers to make the gamble.
Under conditions of uncertainty, the preferences of the individual impact on which is
the best option for him. In order we can consider the preferences of an individual, we
assume that Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s axioms hold, so it exists an utility function
that can measure its preferences.
Theorem 2.8. (Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s utility theorem) For any individual and
set satisfying Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s axioms, it exists a function u: S −→ R such that
for any two gambles G1, G2; G1  G2 ⇔ u(E(G1))  u(E(G2)).
Proof. We consider only the case of #{x ∈ S}< ∞. Let be x1,...,xn the different possible
outcomes.
By the comparability axiom, we can order the events so x1  ...  xn. If all events were
equivalents, the utility function would be constant, so we consider the case that at least
two events are not equivalent.
By the continuity axiom, we can find αi ∈ [0,1] such that xi ∼ G(xn,x1,αi).
We define the utilities of the events as u(xi)=αi.
If we consider a complex gamble G1 consisting of the possibility of occurrence of x1,...,xn
with probabilities p1,...,pn, then u(G1)=∑ni=1 pi · u(xi)=∑ni=1 pi · αi, by the independence
axiom.
By the continuity axiom again, we have that xi ∼ G(xn,x1,αi),
so G1 ∼ G(x1,xn,∑ni=1 pi · αi)=G(x1,xn,u(G1)).
So in gamble G1 we win the best event with probability u(G1) and the worst event with
probability 1-u(G1).
Then it is clear that if G1,G2 are two gambles, then u(G1)  u(G2)⇔ G1  G2.
2.4 Covariance matrix properties
Let be Σ the covariance matrix of a portfolio of n risky assets. Then it is obvious that
it is a symmetric matrix, so ΣT=Σ, but we can see more interesting properties about the
covariance matrix.
Definition 2.9. Let be A a matrix nxn which has all its elements in R, we define it as a positive-
definite matrix if, and only if, ∀ x ∈ Rn \ 0, xT · A · x >0.
Remark 2.10. If A is a nxn positive-definite matrix, then it has an inverse A−1, and A−1
is a positive-definite and symmetric matrix.
Remark 2.11. Let be (Ω,P,A) a probabiliy space, Σ the covariance matrix of a portfolio
with n risky assets A1,...,An; rA1 ,...,rAn its expected returns, x
T=(x1,...,xn) ∈ Rn \ 0, then Σ
is a nxn positive-definite matrix.
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Proof. If we consider the product xT · Σ · x:




xi · rAi ) > 0.
Remark 2.12. (Factorization of Cholesky) Given a symmetric and definite-positive matrix
A, it exists a triangular inferior matrix L so
A = L · LT
where LT is the transposed matrix of L.
Through this remarks we can save the covariance matrix Σ like a triangular matrix, and
calculate its inverse as a triangular matrix, having to save memory only for n
2+n
2 elements,




Harry Markowitz in 1952 wrote Portfolio Selection, which would be the basis of the
modern portfolio theory.Since most of portfolio theory departs from Markowitz’s model
or it uses some of their hypothesis, we have to know and explain this model with some
accuracy in order to understand the assumptions of the model and its limitations.
3.1 Classical model
1 Harry Markowitz considered the need of two stages in order to select a portfolio.
The first stage is the observation and experience so we can have relevant beliefs about
future securities; the second stage starts with the relevant beliefs and ends with the choice
of portfolio.However, he only developed the second stage, considering the future beliefs
as known.
The hypotheses of the model were:
• The investor considers expected return as a desirable thing, so he wants to maximise
it.
• The investor considers variance as an undesirable thing, so he wants to minimise it.
• Diversification is both observed and sensible. A rule of behaviour which does not
imply the superiority of diversification must be rejected.
• Expected returns are random variables.
• The investor and the assets accomplish Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s axioms.
• To simplify, they are consider static probability beliefs and short sales are not al-
lowed.
Implicitly there are considered this hypotheses so the model has sense:
1In this section we have obtained the information from Portfolio Selection of Harry Markowitz.
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• The assets are perfectly divisible, so you can invest any amount you want in an asset.
• The market is complete, so there are no transaction costs all possible combinations
of assets are well defined.
• It exists perfect information.
Through this hypothesis, he constructs a model to look for optimal portfolios for simple
cases and then describes them in a geometrical way. After we explain his work, we are
going to generalise it for greater cases.
Remark 3.1. The model which only considers that the investor should maximise dis-
counted return must be rejected.
Proof. Suppose that there are N securities, let ri,t be the anticipated return at time t per
monetary unit invested in security i; let di,t be the rate of discount of security i to the
present; let Xi be the relative amount invested in i. We exclude short sales, so Xi ≥ 0 for
i=1,...,N.

















If we name Ri=∑∞t=1 di,t · ri,t, then we have that R=∑Ni=1 Xi · Ri; how Xi ≥ 0 and ∑Ni=1 Xi=1,
it is a weighted mean of Ri. In order to optimise R we would catch the asset having the
maximum Ri or a combination of assets having that maximum. In no case is a diversified
portfolio preferred to all non-diversified portfolios, so we have to reject this model.
Then he considers a model which can fit with diversification theory. He a model which
tries to maximise expected value and minimise variance.
First of all, he defines µi as the expected return of the ith asset, and σi,j the covariance
between asset i and asset j for (i,j) ∈ {1,...,N}x{1,...,N}, with N the number of assets; and Xi
as the weight in asset i.
So for fixed (µi, σi,j), the investor has different choices of portfolios, altering the weights
invested in each asset. The set of all possible portfolios is defined as the attainable set.
In a similar way, we can define the frontier set as a set of portfolios in which all of them
have minimal variances for its expected values. In the case that it is in the frontier set and
it does not exist a portfolio with more expected value and the same variance, then we say
that it is in the efficient set.
Given the preferences of the investor and given a efficient set, the investor can find the
optimal portfolio if he wants to use (E-V) criteria and if we can find reasonable (µi, σi,j),
so Markowitz shows the properties of this sets for N=3 and N=4.
In the case of N=3: Every point in the attainable set accomplishes:
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1) E=∑3i=1 Xi · µi.
2) V=∑3i=1 ∑
3
j=1 Xi · Xj · σi,j.
3) ∑3i=1 Xi=1.
4) Xi ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ {1,2,3}.
Where E is its expected value and V is its variance.
From point 3) we have
3’) X3=1-X2-X1.
So applying 3’) into 1) and 2) we obtain (E,V) as functions of two parameters:
1’) E=µ3+X1 · (µ1-µ3)+X2 · (µ2-µ3).
2’) V=X21 · (σ1,1-2σ1,3+σ3,3)+X22 · (σ2,2-2σ2,3+σ3,3)+2X1·X2 · (σ1,2-σ1,3-σ2,3+σ3,3)+2X1 · (σ1,3-
σ3,3) + 2X2 · (σ2,3-σ3,3)+σ3,3.
Through 1’) and 2’) is easy to see the form of the isomean curves and the isovariance
curve, that is, the set of points with the same mean and the set of points with the same
variance. Through 3’) We can obtain the attainable set as a plot where the reference axis
are X1 and X2. So we would have that the attainable set in this plot is a triangle which
its vertex are (0,0),(0,1) and (1,0) where the first coordinate indicates X1 and the second
coordinate indicates X2.
We can consider that it exists µi 6= µj for i 6= j. If they were all the same, all the possible
combinations would have the same expected value and we would choose that with less









So the isomean curves are a system of parallel straight lines.
In the same way, it can be seen that the isovariance curves are a system of concentric el-
lipses where its center X is the point with minimum variance.
Let be Ê the expected value in point X, and V̂ its variance. Given a expected value E’
we consider X(E’) the point of the isomean curve with less variance, so it is tangent to a
isovariance curve. If we vary E’, we obtain a straight line that we define as critical line,
which increases its variance as long as it distances from X. All the points in the critical line
that are in the attainable set are also in the efficient set. Then we can have the following
cases:
• If X is in the attainable set, then X is in the efficient set, because it does not exist a
point with less variance than V̂, and it is also in the critical line, because it minimises
the variance for all points with expected value Ê.So the efficient set is formed by all
the points in the critical line which are in the attainable set and that points of the
boundary of the attainable set with less variance; as is shown in the figure 3.1, where
X is the centre of the ellipses and l the critical line.
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Figure 3.1: Efficient Set from Portfolio Selection of Harry Markowitz
• If X is not in the attainable set and the critical line cuts the attainable set, then
the efficient set will include the point which minimises the total variance in the
attainable set (if it is not in the boundaries of the attainable set); that points which
are in the critical line and in the attainable set; and the boundary of the attainable
set from the point which intersects with the critical line and has less variance. Or the
boundaries of the attainable set with less variance and the critical line if the minimal
variance point in the attainable set lies in one of the boundary lines. The figure 3.2
shows the second case.
• If X is not in the attainable set and the critical line does not cut the attainable set,
then the efficient set would lie into one of the boundaries, so it would be a security
that would not be in any efficient portfolio (in our case X3).
In the case of N=4 we have:
As in the case N=3, we can reduce the problem one dimension using that
X4 = 1− X3 − X2 − X1.
So the attainable set represented in the 3-dimensional space with axes X1,X2,X3 would be
the tetrahedron with vertexes (0,0,0),(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1).
We can define Sa1,...,ak ={x ∈ R3 : Xi=0, i /∈ {a1,...,ak}}, la1,...,ak as the critical line of the space
Sa1,...,ak .
Then the efficient set would be constructed beginning at the point of minimum variance
moving continuously through various critical lines until it intersects to a larger subspace
(changing the critical line) or intersects to a boundary (and arrives to a fewer subspace);
until it arrives at the point with maximum expected value.
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Figure 3.2: Efficient Set from Portfolio Selection of Harry Markowitz
3.2 Model for n risky assets
2 Markowitz’s model shows simple cases, however we can generalise his model for
greater numbers. However, in order we can generalise, we have to add the following new
condition to the conditions explained before:
• We consider that assets of the portfolio can have weights smaller than 0.
If we consider an asset with a negative weight, if it is already in our portfolio, this would
mean that we would have to sell it in order to invest into other assets. If the asset is not
in our portfolio, this would mean that we would have to do a short sell, so we expect a
reduction of its future value, and with the future profit and the liability of the asset we
can increase the investment into other assets.
However, we are going to consider only the case in which we dispose of all assets, so
we are not considering short sells because of two reasons:
• The first reason to not introducing them is that in some countries exist some limita-
tions in the amount in which you can make short sells, so it would be unrealistic in
some cases.
• The second reason is because if we consider them, the return of an asset changes
depending on if we use short sells or not. So if we make a short sell, we pay
a commission and it reduces the return and we would have to consider different
returns depending in the situation. That it would mean the calculation of different
covariance matrix increasing considerably the difficulty of the optimisation problem.
Given a portfolio P consisting of n risky assets, we have to minimise the variance of P
given a expected return µb, so we have to optimise V=X’ · Σ · X, where X is the arrow with
2In this section we have used some information of the study An Introduction to Portfolio Theory of Paul
J.Atzberger.
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the weights of the portfolio and Σ is its covariance matrix. We define µ as the array of the










Xi = 1. (3.2)
From this equalities we can define two functions g and h, which represent the restrictions
when their image is 0, as
g(X1, ..., Xn) =XT · µ− µb.
h(X1, ..., Xn) =XT · e− 1.
In order to simplify the optimisation we are going to consider the function
f (X1, ..., Xn) =
1
2
· XT · Σ · X.
so as Σ is a symmetric matrix, we can obtain a simplier derivative and the optimisation
does not change multiplying the function by an escalar distinct of 0. So we have to
minimise the function f with the restrictions (3.1) and (3.2).
We notice that
• f , g, h ∈ C∞ (Rn).
• 5 g=µ.
• 5 h=e.
• 5 h and 5 g are linearly independent, so if not all the expected returns would be
equal.
where 5 represents the gradient of the function.
Proposition 3.2. (Lagrange multipliers) Let be Ω ⊂ Rn an open set. Let be
f , g1, ..., gk : Ω −→ R
functions of class C1, M={x ∈ Ω: gj(x)=0,1 ≤ j ≤ k} and suppose that the following conditions
meet:
1) x0 ∈ Ω.
2) 5 g1 (x0),5 g2 (x0),...,5 gk (x0) are linearly independent.
3) The restriction of f in M has a local extremum in x0.
Then, ∃ µ1,...,µk ∈ R which accomplish
5 f (x0) = µ15 g1(x0) + ... + µk5 gk(x0).
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We suppose that it exists a local extremum in M={x ∈ Rn: g(x)=0,h(x)=0 }. Then the
conditions to apply Lagrange multipliers hold and we can consider
F(X1, ..., Xn, λ1, λ2) =
1
2
· X′ · Σ · X− λ1 · g(X1, ..., Xn)− λ2 · h(X1, ..., Xn).
We calculate the derivatives of F:
∂F
∂λ1
= g(X1, ..., Xn).
∂F
∂λ2
= h(X1, ..., Xn).
DX F = Σ · X− λ1 · µ− λ2 · e.
And if we make the derivatives of F equal to 0 in order to find this extremum we have
XT · µ =µb. (3.3)
XT · e =1. (3.4)
Σ · X− λ1 · µ− λ2 · e =0. (3.5)
We notice that D2X=Σ is a positive-definite matrix, then if it exists the solution to the
Lagrange multipliers, then it will be a local minimum of f .
How Σ is a positive-definite matrix, it exists Σ−1, so we can solve equation (3.5) in the
following way
X = λ1 · Σ−1 · µ + λ2 · Σ−1 · e. (3.6)
Introducing equation (3.6) into equations (3.4) and (3.3), we have the following equalities
µb =(λ1 · Σ−1 · µ + λ2 · Σ−1 · e)T · µ
=(λ1 · Σ−1 · µ)T · µ + (λ2 · Σ−1 · e)T · µ
=λ1 · µT · Σ−1 · µ + λ2 · eT · Σ−1 · µ,
1 =(λ1 · Σ−1 · µ + λ2 · Σ−1 · e)T · e
=λ1 · µT · Σ−1 · e + λ2 · eT · Σ−1 · e.
We notice that eT · Σ−1 · µ=µT · Σ−1 · e, because Σ−1 is symmetric, so we can define
A =µT · Σ−1 · µ > 0,
C =e · Σ−1 · e > 0,
because Σ−1 is positive-defined;
B = µT · Σ−1 · e.















We have to determine that the determinant of the matrix ∆ 6= 0, so we can solve the system
of equations. So we consider the vector v=B · µ -A · e 6= 0, because if v=0 then
µT · Σ−1 · e · µ− µT · Σ−1 · µ · e = 0.
So a · µ=b·e, with a,b ∈ R \ 0, so all expected values would be equal, but we have seen
that all expected values can not be equal, because if they were, we would consider that
asset with less variance and discard the others.
Using vector v we have
0 < vT · Σ−1v =(B · µ− A · e)T · Σ−1 · (B · µ− A · e)
=B2 · µT · Σ−1 · µ− 2AB · µT · Σ−1 · e + A2 · eT · Σ−1 · e.
=B2 A− 2AB2 + A2C
=− AB2 + A2C
=A(AC− B2) = A∆.

























(A− B · µb).
And introducing these results into equation (3.6) we obtain the optimal weights for the




(C · µb − B) · Σ−1 · µ +
1
∆




(C · Σ−1 · µ− B · Σ−1 · e) · µb +
1
∆
(A · Σ−1 · e− B · Σ−1 · µ) (3.7)
=g · µb + h.
So we deduce the two fund theorem. In the case that we have n risky assets, we can obtain
efficient assets by the combination of only two portfolios, g and h.
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Once we have calculated the optimal weights, we can calculate which are their variances
σ2 =Var(P) = XT · Σ · X
=XT · Σ · (g · µb + h)
=XT · Σ−1 · ( 1
∆
(C · Σ−1 · µ− B · Σ−1 · e) · µb +
1
∆
(A · Σ−1 · e− B · Σ−1 · µ)
=XT · ( 1
∆
(C · µ− B · e) · µb +
1
∆








(C · µ2b · (AC− B





























So we have that the minimum possible variance for the portfolio is 1C and it is reached
if µb= BC , so a risk-adverse investor would choose µb=
µT ·Σ−1·e
eT ·Σ−1·e as the expected value to
calculate the optimal weights for his portfolio.
From equation (3.8) have the relation (µb,σ) between the expected value and the standard
deviation of optimal portfolios, so we can observe how the curve of optimal portfolios is























In the figure below we can observe an example of the attainable set and the frontier
set of a portfolio. The drawn curve shows all the points which are efficient for a given
expected value. However, not all the points are in the efficient set, so for all that points
with a expected value below the expected value of the portfolio with minimal variance,
it exists an asset with the same variance and greater expected value. So the efficient set
is the curve defined since the point with minimal variance moving it through points with
greater expected value. All the curve and the space that lies into its plot is the attainable
set.
3.3 Model for n risky assets and a risk-free asset
As in the past section, we have to introduce some restrictions to generalise the model.
We are going to add to the previous assumptions the following conditions:
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Figure 3.3: Image of attainable and frontier sets for a case of 3 assets.
• We consider that it exists a risk-free asset Ar f , so let be rr f its expected return, then
Var(rr f )=0 and its covariance with any asset is 0.
• We consider that we can lend or borrow money at rr f , so the interest for lending is
the same that the interest for borrowing.
From this assumptions we can reduce the restrictions in our problem to find the optimal
weights X1,...,Xn of the n risky assets of portfolio P, with expected returns µ1,...,µn, and the
weight Xr f consisting of the weight corresponding to the risk-free asset. We can remove
condition (3.2), so:
• If ∑ni=1 Xi<n we would lend the excess at risk-free expected rate.
• If ∑ni=1 Xi>n we would borrow the difference at risk-free expected rate.









Xi) · rr f .
So we could define a function which shows this restriction as
g(X) = XT(µ− e · rr f ) + rr f − µb.
And the problem we would have to solve would be minimize f (X) subject to g(X)=0.




XT · Σ · X− λ · g(X).
where λ ∈ R.




DX F =Σ · X− λ · (µ− rr f · e)
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If we make the derivatives of F equal to 0 in order to find the extremum, we would have
XT(µ− e · rr f ) + rr f − µb =0. (3.9)
Σ · X− λ · (µ− rr f · e) =0. (3.10)
We notice that D2X F = Σ, and Σ is a positive-definite matrix, so if it exists a solution to
this problem, then it will be a minimum.
By (3.10) we have
X = λ · Σ−1 · (µ− rr f · e). (3.11)
So putting (3.11) into (3.9) we obtain:
µb − rr f =(λ · Σ−1 · (µ− rr f · e))T · (µ− e · rr f )
=λ · (µ− rr f · e)T · Σ−1 · (µ− e · rr f ). (3.12)
We notice that µ-rr f · e 6= 0, because if it was 0, then all the expected returns of the portfolio
would be equal, and we have considered that at least there are two assets with different
expected value, so (µ-rr f · e) 6= 0 and how Σ−1 is a positive-definite matrix (µ− rr f · e)T ·
Σ−1 · (µ-e · rr f )>0, so we can consider by (3.12)
λ =
µb − rr f
(µ− rr f · e)T · Σ−1 · (µ− e · rr f )
. (3.13)
So we obtain that the solution to the problem is:
X =
(µb − rr f ) · Σ−1 · (µ− rr f · e)
(µ− rr f · e)T · Σ−1 · (µ− e · rr f )
(3.14)
As in the case without a risk-free asset, we can consider the variance of this optimal
portfolios, to simplify we can consider:
A =µT · Σ−1 · µ.
B =µT · Σ−1 · e.
C =e · Σ−1 · e.
D =(µ− rr f · e)T · Σ−1 · (µ− e · rr f ) = (A− 2Brr f + Cr2r f ). (3.15)
So we have:
σ2 =XTΣX =
XT · (µb − rr f ) · (µ− rr f · e)
D
=
(µb − rr f ) · Σ−1 · (µ− rr f · e)T
D2
· (µb − rr f ) · (µ− rr f · e)
=(
µb − rr f
D
)2 · [(µ− rr f · e)T · Σ−1 · (µ− rr f · e)]
=(
µb − rr f
D
)2 · D =




Then, we can see that in a (µb,σ) plane, we would have represented variance compared





efficient set would be the semi-line with positive slope.
An important remark is that we can find the relationship between the efficient set be-
tween a portfolio of n assets without a risk-free asset and the same portfolio with a risk
free asset. We can consider that rr f < BC , which it supposes that we expect less return with-
out risk than with risk.
Proposition 3.3. Let be P a portfolio with risky assets A1,...,An, let be µ the array with the
expected return of the assets,Σ the covariance matrix of the return and rr f the return of a risk-free
asset. Let be A,B,C,D as defined in (3.15), ∆=AC-B2, (σ,µb) the pair of standard deviation and
expected return of the portfolios in the frontier set. Then, the semi-lines which define the frontier set
of P with the risk-free asset are tangent to the hyperbola which defines the frontier set of P without
the risk-free asset, in case that rr f < BC .
Proof. From equation (3.8) we can express µb as a function of σ to the case of the frontier











where ε ∈ {1,-1}. In case it exists a point tangent to the hyperbola which corresponds to
the semi-line which defines the frontier set with the risk-free asset, then they have to have




ε · σ · ∆C√




We notice that the derivative is well defined in all points but when σ2= 1C , or what is the
same, when µb= BC , but the tangent line to the hyperbola through this point is parallel to
the µb axis, so it would never cross the line and it can not be the semi-line which joins this
point to (0,rr f ). So if we consider all the other points and find out if one of them can have
slope τ ·
√
































So we only have to proof that ∆-DC<0 if rr f < BC , so we can consider the points above.
∆− DC =AC− B2 − (A− 2Brr f + Cr2r f ) · C
=− B2 + 2BCrr f − C2r2r f
















































From here we demonstrate the one fund theorem. In the case we have n risky assets and
a risk-free asset, we can obtain the efficient set by the combination of only one risky asset
(that which makes the tangency with the frontier set) and the risk-free asset.
We have seen some important consequences, like the geometry of the efficient portfo-
lios in the case of n risky assets and how it changes if we add a free-risk asset; the one
fund theorem or the two funds theorem in case the conditions hold. Empirically we can
consider that it exist an asset with risk almost 0, like we are going to see in the practical
field. However, we can not consider that the lending rate is equal at the borrowing rate,
because in most of the cases one is bigger to the other.
3.4 Limitations
We have shown that the model explained before and its extensions hold in some as-
sumptions, however some of them do not fit if we apply them in reality or they require a
lot of calculations.
The model considers variance as the risk which the investor wants to minimise, how-
ever Markowitz considers that there are some risks which could adjust better to what the
investor really wants to minimise, as the semivariance. However, he considers variance
because its simplicity.
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In order to Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s axioms hold, investors have to know the
preference between all the possible combinations of assets, and this is so unrealistic. So
we cannot maximise a utility function that is unknown.
It is considered that all assets are perfectly divisible, however, in most cases we can buy
only multiple amounts of a given nominal. We can correct this using OTC markets and
financial derivatives, but in this work we do not consider them, because they have more
specific models which consider them as Black-Scholes model.
Transaction costs exist, so if we consider a low horizon of time the possible found op-
timisation can be neglected by the effects of transaction costs.
It exists a lot of information for every asset, however not all individuals have the same
accessibility.
It does not exist a pure risk-free asset, however we can consider treasury bills as a re-
alistic approximation of them.
There are some limitations on the amount of money you can borrow at a determinate
rate, and there are discrepancies between lending rates and borrowing rates, so borrow-
ing rates are higher than lending rates.
Finally, in order to find the covariance matrix of a portfolio of n assets it is required to
make n
2+n
2 estimations and the n expected returns estimations. So it is necessary to find
an appropriate approximation of the behaviour of the returns and have enough memory
to save all this estimations.
Chapter 4
Other models derived from
Markowitz model
4.1 Sharpe’s model
As we have seen before, Markowitz’s model has optimal solutions given some fixed
parameters, however, the number of parameters needed to estimate in order to find the
optimal solution increases in a quadratic way in function of the number of the assets in
the portfolio; so for a portfolio of n risky assets are needed n expected returns, n variances
and n
2−n
2 covariances, so there are needed
n2+3n
2 estimations. We have to consider that
nowadays that is not such a great problem due to the improvement of computers, never-
theless, in early sixties that was a great problem, first of all because of the great number
of calculations needed and in a second way, because of the memory needed to keep the
information needed to operate.
In order to minimise the calculations needed to do, William F.Sharpe in 1963 published
A Simplified Model for Portfolio Analysis, where appears the model that we are going to ex-
plain below.
His principal assumption is that it exists a known index I so all the expected returns of
the assets depend on this index and other random factors. Let be P a portfolio with n
risky assets with weights X1,...,Xn, let be (rj,σ2j ) the expected return and variance of the
jth asset, αi,β j ∈ R, and εi random variables for j=1,...,n and i=1,...,n+1 with the following
properties:
a) E(εi)=0 ∀ i=1,...,n+1. So the random factors do not have more probability to achieve
positive or negative numbers.
a’) We notice that from a) we have that Var(εi)=E(ε2i ).
b) Homoscedasticity: Var(εi)=σ2ε,i does not depend of time and remains constant for
each period ∀ i=1,...,n+1.
c) Cov(εi,εj)=0 ∀ i 6= j. So the random factors of the assets are independent.
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c’) We notice that combining a) and c) we obtain that E(εi · εj)=0 ∀ i 6= j.
d) εi ∼ N(0,σ2ε,i) for i=1,...,n+1. So the random factors have normal distributions.
We define a random vector ε=(ε1,...,εn) with this properties as white noise.
Then we can consider the following equalities:
ri = αi + βi · I + εi,
for i=1,...,n.
I = αn+1 + εn+1.




















Xi · (αi + εi) + Xi · βi · (αn+1 + εn+1),
So we can see that the expected return can be divided in investment in the assets and





Xi · βi = Xn+1,





Xi · (αi + εi).
Then we can calculate the expected return and the variance of the returns of the portfolio:
Using assumptions a), c’), a’), b) and that the square of a sum can be expressed as it is
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ε,n+1) as its diagonal
components, then we obtain that
Var(rP) = WT · D ·W.
And we can use Markowitz’s model to this process in order to find a solution of the
portfolio with minimal variance fixed a determined expected value.
With this process we have reduced the parameters to estimate in a portfolio of n assets
into:
• n+1 parameters αi.
• n+1 parameters σ2ε,i.
• n parameters βi.
So we reduce the problem of having to estimate n
2+3n
2 parameters into having to estimate
3n+2 parameters.
In the work of Sharpe is shown how important this reduction was: The computing time
required by the diagonal code is considerably smaller than that required by standard quadratic pro-
gramming codes. The RAND QP code required 33 minutes to solve a 100-security example on an
IBM 7090 computer; the same problem was solved in 30 seconds with the diagonal code. Moreover,
the reduced storage requirements allow many more securities to be analyzed: with the IBM 709 or
7900 the RAND QP code can be used for no more than 249 securities, while the diagonal code can
analyze up to 2000 securities.
One of the problems is to consider an optimal index I. Most of the studies and William
Sharpe himself had considered the Gross National Product, the level of the stock market
as a whole or some important index of the area in which the portfolios are located as
possible indexes. However, this index can vary in function of the area and the portfolios
chosen, so it is so important to consider a good index.
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However, once we have considered an index, we can consider which are the optimal esti-
mators due to the assumptions done.
We consider a sample of m data (ri,k, Ik) of independent and identical distributed vairables
for each asset’s return ri and Ik the value of the index, i=1,...,n; k=1,...,m. How return ri
is a linear function depending on I, we can consider the lineal regression that reduces the






(Ri,k − αi − βi · Ik)2,














































Combining (4.1) and (4.2), we have
βi =
∑mk=1 ri,k · Ik −m · Ī · r̄i
∑mk=1 I
2





We notice that we have used also that the mean is a non biased estimator of the expected
value of a random variable.


















So the Hessian matrix would be:(
2m 2 ∑mk=1 Ik
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How 2m>0, we only need to see that its determinant ∆ is positive, so the matrix would be
positive definite and the critical point would be a minimum.



































and if the equity holds, then it would mean that Ik=I ∀ k, so I would be always constant,
so it would not be a random variable, and it would not fit with the model. So ∆>0 and
this estimators define a minimum.
In the case of the residuals, we know that they follow a normal distribution with ex-
pected value 0 and variance σ2ε,i, so a non biased estimator of its variance is the sample




4.2 Capital Asset Pricing Model-CAPM
In this section we are going to explain the model 1 published in 1964 by William F.
Sharpe, which tries to extend the models explained before to construct a market equilib-
rium theory of asset prices under conditions of risk. We notice that Jack Treynor, John
Lintner and Jan Mossin made similar independent studies that lead to a similar model,
however, we are going to explain the model proposed by William F.Sharpe.
First of all, we introduce the hypotheses he considered:
• Individual views the outcome of any instrument in probabilistic terms. However, he
is willing to act on the basis of simply expected value and standard deviation.
• Individual assumes preference to instruments with higher expected value and fewer
standard deviation, so utility indifference curves are upward-sloping. In his study,
he considers that the curves can be represented by a quadratic function.
• It exists a common pure interest rate, without risk, with all investors able to borrow
or lend funds on equal terms at this interest rate.
• It exists homogeneity of investor expectations, so they have the same information
and they agree with the values of the expected values, standard deviations and
correlations of all assets.
• All investors want to invest in a same horizon time.
Implicitly, he has considered these assumptions so the model can fit:
1Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of Market Equilibrium under Conditions of Risk
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• All instruments are perfectly divisible.
• The market is complete, so all possible combinations of assets are well defined and
there are no transaction costs.
• The market is efficient, so for a given information we can not have two different
prices for the same combination of assets, depending on how we have combined the
assets; and the prices adjusts immediately to new information.
• It exists perfect competition, so the trades of a single individual do not affect to the
price of assets.
He knows that they are highly restrictive and unrealistic assumptions, nevertheless they
lead to an equilibrium which fits with the models explained before and it complements
them2.
Proposition 4.1. Let be P the asset which gives the pure interest rate, let be A another asset, ErP ,
ErA the expected values of their returns and σrA the standard deviation of the return of asset A,
let be α the weight of asset P, (1-α) the weight of A, Er the expected value and σr the standard
deviation of the expected return of the investment, then all the possible combinations are contained
in a straight line in the (σr,Er) plot.
Proof. We calculate the expected value and the standard deviation of the investments, and
we notice that they are in the same straight line:
Er =α · ErP + (1− α) · ErA .
σr =
√
α2σ2rP + 2 · α · (1− α) · Cov(rA, rP) + (1− α)2 · σ2rA = α · 0 + |1− α| · |σrA |.
So for each asset or combination of assets we can consider a straight line which goes
from P, the asset which gives the pure interest rate, to the asset or combination of assets,
as it is shown in figure 4.1. We define the straight line which is tangent to the frontier set
as the capital market line (CML). We notice that the CML is better than any of the other
straight lines which go from P to another combination of assets of the frontier set. So for
a given level of standard deviation has the greater level of expected value. In our figure,
it is the line that passes through P and Φ and corresponds to the efficient set found in the
Markowitz’s model with n assets and a risk-free asset.
How all investors have the same expectations about the assets, the frontier set is the same
for all of them and we can put their preferences in the same plot. We consider the case of
three investors and we see that all of them would consider options in the capital market
line, as it is shown in figure 4.2. We consider three types of utility functions A,B and C,
2Needless to say, these are highly restrictive and undoubtedly unrealistic assumptions. However, since the
proper test of a theory is not the realism of its assumptions but the acceptability of its implications, and since
these assumptions imply equilibrium conditions which form a major part of classical financial doctrine, it is far
from clear that this formulation should be rejected.
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Figure 4.1: Capital market line from Sharpe’s project.
one for each investor. Ai,Bi,Ci, i=1,...,4 are some levels of utility, we notice that the level of
utility is better as long as the sub-index increases. The options which maximised its utility
without a risk-free asset were G for the first investor, Φ for the second investor and F for
the third investor. However, with the risk free asset, they can maximise their utility using
options A*, Φ and C*, all of them in the capital market line. So the first investor would do
a combination of investing in Φ and lending at risk-free to reach A*; the second investor
would invest all his money in Φ and the third investor would invest in Φ and he would
borrow money at risk-free to reach C*.
So we have seen that all investors would invest using Φ and the free-risk asset. So the
attempts of all investors to purchase Φ and the lack of interest of other assets would make
a revision of the price of the assets. The prices of the assets contained in Φ would rise and
the prices of the assets which are not in Φ would fall. So the expected value of the assets
would change, being lower if the price has been increased or higher if the price has been
reduced3. This alteration will move all that securities which expected values have been
reduced downwards; and all the securities which expected values have been increased
upwards, so the frontier portfolios would change, inducing other points of tangency and
other assets or combination of assets in this points. The process will continue, making the
frontier set more linear in each step, until a set of prices makes that all assets are into a
combination of assets that lie into the CML.
3The expected return depends of the initial amount paid, so if the price raises it would reduce the expected
value and vice versa.
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Figure 4.2: Figure from Sharpe’s project.
So we obtain that in equilibrium it exists a simple linear relationship between the ex-
pected return and standard deviation of return for efficient combinations of risky assets.
Most of the individual assets will no lie into the CML, however we can expect a rela-
tionship between them and the efficient assets which include them.
We can consider the possible expected returns and standard deviations of combinations
of an individual asset A and G a efficient security which includes A. The curve defined
by all the possible combinations has to be continuous and tangent to the CML, if not it
would exist some points above the CML, which it is impossible, because the CML is the
efficient set.
Let be α the weight of A, (1-α) the weight of G; rA,rG their returns, σrA ,σrG their standard
deviations and rA,G the correlation between them. If we denote (Eα,σα) the expected return
and the standard deviation of the return of the investments, we have
σα =
√
α2σ2rA + 2 · α · (1− α) · σrA · σrG · rA,G + (1− α)2 · σ2rG .
Eα = α · E(rA) + (1− α) · E(rG).
dσ
dα
(0) = rA,G · σrA − σrG .
dE
dα
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So we obtain that






, so it coincides with a regression line between the expected
returns of A and G. Then, we can consider the systematic risk as the deviation explained
by the regression line as the important risk to consider; meanwhile the unexpected risk
becomes the risk unexplained that can be reduced by diversification.
Proposition 4.2. The regression line obtained by the comparison of the expected return of an asset
A and a efficient combination of assets G that contains A and passes through rP the return of a
risk-free asset P in the intercept of the line with the axis representing the standard deviation does
not depend on the choice of G.
Proof. We consider another efficient portfolio G’ containing A. We denote ri,j as the corre-
lation coefficient between the return of portfolios i and j. How G and G’ are efficient, both
are in the CML so they are perfectly correlated. Then
















How the regression line does not depend on the efficient portfolio we have considered,
we can consider a portfolio that include all individual assets, so we can use the same
regression line for all of the assets.
How the market is complete and efficient and in the last CML we can find a efficient
portfolio which includes an asset, for each individual asset; we can consider an efficient
combination of asset M which includes all individual assets and define it as the market
portfolio. In conditions of equilibrium we can consider that all investors have invested
rationally, so according to the model explained before, the prices tend to equilibrium and
we can consider the total participation of each single asset in the market as this market
portfolio. So we obtain






. We understand (E(rM)-rP) as the risk premium, which
shows the additional expected return produced by investing with risk with the market
expectations. Furthermore, βA,M shows the risk of the asset compared to the risk of the
market, so
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• If βA,M<1, investing on the portfolio A takes less risk than investing on the market,
so it is expected less expected return.
• If βA,M=1, investing on the portfolio A takes the same risk than investing on the
market, so it is expected the same expected return.
• If βA,M>1, investing on the portfolio A takes more risk than investing on the market,
so it is expected more expected return.
Finally we notice how we can obtain the expected return of a portfolio P.
Remark 4.3. Let be P a porfolio consisting of the individual assets A1,...,An, with weights
X1,...,Xn, where M is a market portfolio, βAi ,M=
Cov(rAi ,rM
σ2rM
and σ2rM the variance of the





Xi · βAi ,M
and
E(rP) = r f + βP,M · (rM − r f ),
where r f is the risk-free return.
We would like to remark that this model shows an equilibrium which uses less estimations
than the needed by the Markowitz model.
However, we have to add to all the other limitations of Markowitz model, the introduction
of the same expectations for all individuals, as much from the same time horizon as
from the same return expectations; a quadratic representation of the utility function, the
normality of the errors, the expectation that it follows a line and a efficient market.
4.3 Arbitrage Pricing Theory
Stephen A. Ross developed in 1976 the arbitrage pricing theory, which shows4 an al-
ternative to the CAPM model explained before.
Let be P a initial portfolio consisting of the assets A1...,An, we can define new portfolios
which are obtained from P without additional investment or risk as arbitrage portfo-
lios.For example, if we have a portfolio with assets A1, A2 and A3, with weights X1=0.25,
X2=0.25 and X3=0.5, we can sell some amounts of asset A1 and invest it into assets A2 and
A3, so we could form a new portfolio, as for example, X1=0.1, X2=0.3, X3=0.6. So in this
case the portfolio which has no additional risk would be a portfolio with the following
weights (X1=-0.15,X2=0.05,X3=0.1). If the risk of this portfolio is 0, then we know it as an
arbitrage portfolio.
Once we have defined what are the arbitrage portfolios, we can consider the assumptions5
of the model:
4We have considered the publications The Capital Asset Pricing model and the Arbitrage pricing theory and the
chapter 6 of Finacial Theory and Corporate Policy to explain this model.
5In some adaptations of the principal article are found more assumptions as agents which do not know
exactly the returns of the assets, but they know that they are bounded and it also presupposes homogeneity of
expectations
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1) Asset returns are explained by a linear function of k factors, and all the investors
have the same expectations in terms of expected returns and risk.
2) Investors can build a portfolio of assets where specific risk is eliminated through
diversification.
3) No arbitrage opportunity exists among well-diversified portfolios.
4) We have a complete, perfectly competitive and frictionless capital market.
5) Assets are perfectly divisible.
So, if we define the additional investment in the ith asset as wi, wT=(w1,...,wn),
eT=(1,...,1) ∈ Rn and F1,...,Fk the factors which explain the asset returns ri, i=1,...,n we have
wT · e =0,
ri =E(ri) + bi,1 · F1 + ... + bi,k · Fk + εi.
where F1,...,Fk are zero mean factors and ε1,...,εn are white noises6.
Let be r the vector with the returns of assets A1,...,An; bTi =(b1,i,...,bn,i), i=1,..,k; ε=(ε1,...,εn),
then the return of the arbitrage portfolio rAP would be
rAP = wT · r = wT · E(r) + wT · (b1 · F1 + ... + bk · Fk) + wT · ε.
If we have a large number of assets n,and we consider wi ' 1n ∀ i , then by the law of large
numbers we have that
lim
n→∞
wT · ε = 0.
So we have
rAP = wT · r = wT · E(r) + wT · (b1 · F1 + ... + bk · Fk).
If n>k, we can find w such that
wT · bi = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}
and wi ' 1n .Then we obtain that the return of the arbitrage portfolio would be
rAP = wT · E(r).
We notice that wT and E(r) are fixed, so rAP is a value. If it was different than 0, then we
could obtain an infinite profitability without additional investment and without risk, so it
is not factible. So we obtain
wT · E(r) = 0. (4.3)
Remark 4.4. If the fact that a vector w is orthogonal to N-1 vectors implies that w has to
be orthogonal to a Nth vector v, then v can be expressed as a linear combination of that
N-1 vectors.
6In his work Stephen Ross does not require ε to be a joint normal variable, he only requires that it exists
σ2<∞ such that σ2i <σ
2, where σi is the standard deviation of εi . But we will assume it in order to simplify it.
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So using the previous remark we obtain that
E(ri) = λ0 + λ1 · bi,1 + ... + λk · bi,k
where λi ∈ R ∀ i ∈ 1, ..., n.
If it exists a risk-free asset with return r f necessarily λ0=r f .
If we define δi as the expected return of a portfolio with unitary sensibility to factor i and
0 sensitivity to the other factors, then we can write the equality as
E(ri) = r f + (δ1 − r f ) · bi,1+, ...,+(δk − r f ) · bi,k.
If we consider the existence of a unique factor, and the assumptions to consider a regres-






One of the problems of the model is that the factors are not defined, so it is needed a
estimation of the number of factors that has to have the model and a estimation of which
are this factors.




• Long-term government bonds.
• Industrial production.
• Low-grade bonds.




So we obtain that the CAPM and the APT converge to the same estimations with the




In this chapter we are going to see the application of some of the models explained
before in order to evaluate a portfolio with real data. CAPM and APT models are not
considered because they try to explain the equilibrium and we would have to make ad-
ditional suppositions about this equilibrium, whereas Markowitz and Sharpe models are
considered, so they only try to explain individual assets.
We have considered day-to-day and monthly data from the return of IBEX assets from
January of 2008 until October of 2018, and we have divided it into different periods, al-
ways beginning in January and finishing in October, so we can find a relation between the
results and the economic situation. We notice that we have considered the equivalent I1
to daily and monthly returns, so we can compare them.
Investment in variable assets are usually set for long periods, however if we want to com-
pare different situations of the market we have to use reduced periods of time1. On the
other hand we need several data in order we can obtain solid information, so we are going
to consider daily and monthly returns.
As we have considered principal companies working in Spain we will consider spanish
treasury bills with similar maturity as free-risk assets2.
We have selected a portfolio consisting of the twenty companies of IBEX-35 which have
stayed in this index during the period of 2008-2018, so we can have the same companies
during all the period studied.
First of all we have calculated the weighted means, covariance matrix and its inverse in or-
der to have the necessary data to use the models. The program considered in the annexes
works for low number of assets; however, as the expected covariances and variances are
so close to 0, as long as we introduce new assets the determinant of the covariance matrix
tends to 0 and it can not determine or write this determinant. This problem possibly could
be corrected by considering a multiple of the matrix.
We have calculated the portfolio which gives the point of tangency between the frontier set
1We notice that the return of treasury bills have less variations as long as they have lower periods, so they
approximate more to the theoretical free-risk return.
2We have chosen the last treasury bill with a maturity of three months of each period as the risk free asset.
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where free-risk assets are not considered and the frontier set which considers the free-risk
asset.
In the tables considered in the annexes we can find which it is the point of tangency for
each method and for each period considered.
It is clear that this point has a great relation with which it is the free-risk asset considered,
so here comes the first problem. We have considered the risk-free asset as the last period
one, for each period. If it was a risk-free asset, it would remain constant and it would
not be relevant which one we are considering. However, it changes and in the considered
period has changed from 0,000273434 to -0,00650087, which is a sharp change. So we have
that the empirical risk-free asset differs from the the theoretical definition.
In the tables mentioned above, we can see that the tangent portfolios of Sharpe’s model
are more diversified and they present less sharp movements, like very negative weights,
compared with the tangent portfolio of Markowitz. The model of Markowitz uses the
correlations between the assets so when it exists a negative correlation, it can be done a
short-sell of the asset which is worse to increase the amount invested on the asset which
expects to go upwards. For this reason, Markowitz model can be more sharp in this ex-
ample than the model of Sharpe.
However, we also notice that in the periods with more instability, like in 2008-2010, both
models present really sharp movements, that can not fit with reality. This sentence fits
with one of the studies of Fama in which he shows that diversification does not apply in
situations of regression. Moreover, as seen before, it exists some limitations about short
sells, so they are not allowed or it exists an amount limit, so we could not make operations
which imply great negative weights. We remember that we let negative weights, but we
supposed that we had the necessary amount invested in that asset, so we could sell it
without doing short sells.
For this reason, we have considered also the classical Markowitz model, where all weights
must be positive, or an alternative Markowitz model3 where it is allowed a negative
weight, until - 1n =-5%.
Both models show the properties of the classical model of Markowitz, so the frontier
set contains several boundary weights, where the classical boundary weight is 0 and in
the alternative model it is -0.05. We notice that we have considered this alternative model
so it is factible to have an amount near to 1n , so short sells would not be needed.
In figure 5.1 we can find the differences between a part of the frontier sets of Markowitz
without restrictions, Markowitz with weight superior of -5% and the classical model of
Markowitz.
From left to right, the frontier sets are from Markowitz model without restrictions, Markowitz
model with restrictions of -5% and the classical model. It is obvious that the model with-
out restrictions seems better to the others, so it present really low variances and if we
consider variances of the order of the other models, it has a expected return of 3% while
in the other models they barely achieve 0.5%. However, this efficiency is attached using
short selling of the assets which show downwards trends. So if it exists some limitations
3We have used Solver complement from Excel in order to calculate this models.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between frontier sets of Markowitz models.
in reality, this solutions cannot be applied and therefore do not fit with reality.
If we observe the tables attached in annexes, there are several differences in the estimations
of Markowitz and Sharpe, moreover, in some cases one suppose a great investment in an
asset and the other considers a negative weight for this asset. We have noticed also that
some of the hypotheses which differ from Markowitz, as it is homocedasticity does not
hold, so it can be seen a relation with the time when there is not a stability on the market,
as it is shown in figure 5.2. We have used the weighted mean of the returns and the
Bessel’s correction of the variance as the estimators of the expected return of the assets and
their variance, so they are nonbiased estimators. Some studies have considered that the
expected returns follow a normal distribution, however, we have seen that the histogram
of the returns is more leptokurtic and it is not symmetric, so there is more points in the
positive region. We can see this situation in figure 5.3.
We can see that we can not estimate the returns as a normal.
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Figure 5.2: Dispersion of daily errors of IBEX35 and Acciona in the model of Sharpe
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Harry Markowitz developed a simple model which could explain the best way to in-
vest given the preferences of the investor, the information of the market, the diversification
theory as certain and some limitations. However, in the reality most people do not know
their preferences, and they can change depending on the way an issue is informed; we
do not have all the information of the market, and we have to do estimations in order to
have basic information as expected return and risk; diversification can not hold in case
the market is not stable and most of the assumptions that he makes, in order to make the
problem simpler, do not apply in reality neither, assets are not perfectly divisible and it
exists transaction costs.
It is a simple model which does not fit reality in a lot of issues, however it is a starting
point where they can be defined new models with different assumptions and conclusions,
for this reason it is important to understand this model.
It is needed to comment the differences existent between mathematics and finance. Math-
ematics part from assumptions to get a valid result, however, this theoretical assumptions
are really restrictive or are not well defined in reality. Some of this cases are the risk-free
asset, that it does not match its theoretical foundation or the risk itself. Every author has
its consideration of risk, so we can find different finance models using variance, semi-
variance, value at risk, beta, and a greater list of typologies.
We can not process all the types of risk in a same way, for this reason we have considered
risks that are related in this project. However, it is important to understand how other
types of risk are defined, so considering other models that treat with other risk can be a
interesting way to expand the notions of finance.
In the same way, it can be performed more deeper projects about APT model itself or
extensions of the models studied in this project, investments considering dividends, for-
eign currency or transaction costs, which it would give models with less differences from
reality. It can be considered KKT restrictions in order to study restrictions with inequali-
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In this section we include the codes in C which have been used in order to find efficient
sets in Markowitz’s Model:
6.1.1 Main code
The main code is code uses the functions showed before in order to find the frontier
set of a portfolio given µ the vector with its expected returns and Σ the inferior triangular
matrix of its covariance matrix.
/∗Determina c a r t e r a e f i c i e n t d ’ un p o r t f o l i o i l ’ omple a l a s o r t i d a ∗/
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
# include <math . h>
# include " random_portfol ios . h"
# inc lude " prodVecVec . h"
# inc lude " prodVecMatInf . h"
# inc lude " cholesky . h"
# inc lude " cholesky_inv . h"
# inc lude " randEV_inf . h"
i n t main ( void ) {
i n t i , j , n ;
double∗ mu, ∗ e ,∗ aux ,∗ aux2 , ∗max,∗min ;
double a , b , c , d , det , res , r f =−0.2 ,muTan ;
double ∗∗sigma ;
FILE ∗entrada , ∗ sor t ida1 , ∗ s o r t i d a 2 ;
entrada=fopen ( " matrixD . t x t " , " r " ) ;
f s c a n f ( entrada ,"%d" ,&n ) ;
/∗Guardem memoria a l s punters∗/
mu=( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f (mu==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error de memoria en e l punter mu\n " ) ;




aux =( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( aux==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error de memoria en e l punter aux\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
aux2 =( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( aux2==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error de memoria en e l punter aux2\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
aux2 [ 0 ] = 1 ;
f o r ( i =1 ; i <n ; i ++){
aux2 [ i ] = 0 ;
}
e =( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( e==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error de memoria en e l punter e\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
max=( double ∗ ) malloc (1∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f (max==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error en l a memoria a l guardar max\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
min=( double ∗ ) malloc (1∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( min==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error en l a memoria a l guardar min\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
sigma =( double ∗∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ∗ ) ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
sigma [ i ] = ( double ∗ ) malloc ( ( i +1)∗ s i z e o f ( double ∗ ) ) ;
i f ( sigma [ i ]==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error de memoria en e l punter sigma[%d]\n " , i ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
}
p r i n t f ( " n=%d\n " , n ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f s c a n f ( entrada ,"% l e " ,&mu[ i ] ) ;
}
p r i n t f ( "mu= " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
p r i n t f ("% l e " ,mu[ i ] ) ;
}
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p r i n t f ( "\ n " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <= i ; j ++){
f s c a n f ( entrada ,"% l e " ,& sigma [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
}
f c l o s e ( entrada ) ;
p r i n t f ( "Ha t a n c a t l a entrada\n " ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Matriu sigma=\n " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <= i ; j ++){
p r i n t f ("% l e " , sigma [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
p r i n t f ( "\ n " ) ;
}
p r i n t f ( "\ n " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
aux [ i ] = 0 ;
e [ i ] = 1 ;
}
/∗ I n i c i a l i t z e m e l maxim i e l minim i e l s calculem per a l e s c a r t e r e s a l e a t o r i e s ∗/
min [0 ]=mu[ 0 ] ;
max[ 0 ]=mu[ 0 ] ;
f o r ( i =1 ; i <n ; i ++){
i f (mu[ i ] >max [ 0 ] ) {
max[ 0 ]=mu[ i ] ;
}
i f (mu[ i ] <min [ 0 ] ) {
min [0 ]=mu[ i ] ;
}
}
/∗Calculem m c a r t e r e s d i f e r e n t s i l e s posem a l document a l e a t . t x t ∗/
/∗ random_portfol ios ( n , 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) ;∗/
p r i n t f ( " Random_portfolios c a l c u l a t e d \n " ) ;
random_EV_inf ( n , 1 0 0 0 0 0 ,mu, sigma , min , max ) ;
p r i n t f ( " RandomEV c a l c u l a t e d \n " ) ;
/∗Calculem l a v a r i a n c i a de l a c a r t e r a e f i c i e n t per cada r e n t a b i l i t a t des de min f i n s a max augmentant 0 .001 i l a guardem a l a s o r t i d a ∗/
/∗Calculem l a inversa ∗/
det=cholesky ( n , sigma ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Cholesky c a l c u l a t e d , det=%l e \n " , det ) ;
/∗ i f ( fabs ( det ) >1e−16){∗/
cholesky_inv ( n , sigma ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Cholesky_inv c a l c u l a t e d \n " ) ;
/∗}
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e l s e {
p r i n t f ( " La matriu no t e inversa\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
∗/
p r i n t f ( " Matriu inversa\n " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <= i ; j ++){
p r i n t f ("% l e " , sigma [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
p r i n t f ( "\ n " ) ;
}
p r i n t f ( "\ n " ) ;
prodVecMatInf ( n ,mu, sigma , aux2 ) ;
a=prodVecVec ( n , aux2 ,mu) ;
b=prodVecVec ( n , aux2 , e ) ;
prodVecMatInf ( n , e , sigma , aux ) ;
c=prodVecVec ( n , aux , e ) ;
d=a−2∗b∗ r f +c∗ r f ∗ r f ;
p r i n t f ( " a=%l e , b=%l e , c=%le , d=%l e \n " , a , b , c , d ) ;
p r i n t f ( " min=%l e max=%l e \n " , min [ 0 ] , max [ 0 ] ) ;
det=a∗c−b∗b ; /∗Redefinm e l determinant∗/
/∗We c a l c u l a t e the tangent p o r t f o l i o and i t s expected return∗/
muTan=1./ c+ s q r t ((−d/( det−d∗c )−1./ c )∗ det/c ) ;
/∗We n o t i c e t h a t sigma^−1 ∗ e and sigma^−1 ∗ mu are already saved in aux and aux2∗/
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
aux [ i ]= aux [ i ] ∗ ( a−b∗muTan)/ det ;
aux2 [ i ]= aux2 [ i ] ∗ ( c∗muTan−b)/ det ;
}
s o r t i d a 1 =fopen ( " fronteraC1 . t x t " , "w" ) ;
/∗We save the tangent p o r t f o l i o as the f i r s t l i n e of " fronteraC1 . t x t "∗/
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida1 , " Tangent p o r t f o l i o =( " ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n−1; i ++){
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida1 ,"% le , " , aux [ i ]+ aux2 [ i ] ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida1 ,"% l e ) . Expected return=%l e \n " , aux [ n−1]+aux2 [ n−1] ,muTan ) ;
/∗We c a l c u l a t e the f r o n t i e r points∗/
aux2 [ 0 ]= min [ 0 ] ;
while ( min[0] <max [ 0 ] ) {
r es= s q r t ( ( c/det ) ∗ ( min[0]−b/c ) ∗ ( min[0]−b/c )+1 ./ c ) ;
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida1 ,"% l e %l e \n " , res , min [ 0 ] ) ;
min [0 ]= min [ 0 ] + 0 . 0 0 1 ;
}
f c l o s e ( s o r t i d a 1 ) ;
s o r t i d a 2 =fopen ( " fronteraC2 . t x t " , "w" ) ;
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min [0 ]= aux2 [ 0 ] ;
while ( min[0] <max [ 0 ] ) {
re s= s q r t ( ( ( min[0]− r f ) ∗ ( min[0]− r f ) ) / d ) ;
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida2 ,"% l e %l e \n " , res , min [ 0 ] ) ;
min [0 ]= min [ 0 ] + 0 . 0 0 1 ;
}
f c l o s e ( s o r t i d a 2 ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f r e e ( sigma [ i ] ) ;
}
f r e e ( e ) ;
f r e e (mu) ;
f r e e ( aux ) ;
f r e e ( aux2 ) ;
f r e e ( sigma ) ;
f r e e ( min ) ;
f r e e (max ) ;
re turn 0 ;
}
6.1.2 Functions
1.Function randomportfolios(int n,int m) lets us calculate m random portfolios given
n individual assets, it considers negative weights but just a few.
/∗Donat un nombre d ’ a c t i u s n , un nombre de r e s u l t a t s m, c a l c u l a m p o r t f o l i o s a l e a t o r i s i e l s extreu a l f i t x e r aleatW . t x t ∗/
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
# include <math . h>
void random_portfol ios ( in t , i n t ) ;
void random_portfol ios ( i n t n , i n t m) {
i n t i , j , k ;
double aux =0;
double ∗w;
FILE ∗ s o r t i d a ;
s o r t i d a =fopen ( " aleatW . t x t " , "w" ) ;
i f ( s o r t i d a ==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " I t could not be p o s s i b l e to f ind s o r t i d a \n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
w=( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f (w==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( "w could not be saved\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
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srand ( time (NULL ) ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <m; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <n−1; j ++){
w[ j ] = ( double ) rand ( ) / (RAND_MAX∗n ) ;
/∗We consider t h a t i t i s p o s s i b l e negat ive weights , but we consider them in so few cases ∗/
i f ( rand ()%(2∗n ) = = 0 ) {
w[ j ]=−w[ j ] ;
}
aux+=w[ j ] ;
while ( aux > 1 ) {
aux=aux−w[ j ] ;
w[ j ] = ( double ) rand ( ) / (RAND_MAX∗n ) ;
i f ( rand ()%(2∗n ) = = 0 ) {
w[ j ]=−w[ j ] ;
}




f o r ( k =0;k<n ; k ++){
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida ,"% l e " ,w[ k ] ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida , " \ n " ) ;
aux =0;
}
f c l o s e ( s o r t i d a ) ;
f r e e (w) ;
re turn ;
}
2.prodVecVec(int n, double *v, double *u) gives the escalar product between two vectors.
/∗Calcula e l producte e s c l a r de dos v e c t o r s de
3.prodVecMatInf(int n, double *v, double **a, double *p) gives the product between vector
v and matrix a, considering that matrix a is saved in a triangular way, the result is assigned
to p.
/∗Function t h a t gives the product between a vec tor v and a matrix A, symmetric which i s saved only i t s i n f e r i o r t r i a n g l e , saves the product vec tor i n t o the vec tor prod∗/
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
void prodVecMatInf ( in t , double ∗ , double ∗∗ , double ∗ ) ;
void prodVecMatInf ( i n t n , double ∗v , double ∗∗a , double ∗prod ) {
i n t i , j ;
double sum=0;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <n ; j ++){
6.1 Code 53
i f ( j <= i ) {
sum+=a [ i ] [ j ]∗v [ j ] ;
}
e l s e {
sum+=a [ j ] [ i ]∗v [ j ] ;
}
}





4. cholesky(int n, double **a) calculates the Cholesky descomposition L*LT=A and saves
matrix L into a and gives the determinant of the matrix A.
/∗Let be A a symmetric and p o s i t i v e−d e f i n i t e matrix saved in a i n f e r i o r t r i a n g u l a r way , i t changes A f o r L where A=L∗L^T and L i s a i n f e r i o r t r i a n g u l a r matrix , and re turns the determinant of a=det ( l )^2∗/
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
# include <math . h>
double cholesky ( in t , double ∗ ∗ ) ;
double cholesky ( i n t n , double ∗∗a ) {
i n t i , j , k ;
double sum=0 , det =1;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( k =0;k< i ; k ++){
sum+=a [ i ] [ k ]∗ a [ i ] [ k ] ;
}
a [ i ] [ i ]= s q r t ( a [ i ] [ i ]−sum ) ;
sum=0;
f o r ( j = i +1; j <n ; j ++){
f o r ( k =0;k< i ; k ++){
sum+=a [ i ] [ k ]∗ a [ j ] [ k ] ;
}
a [ j ] [ i ] = ( a [ j ] [ i ]−sum)/ a [ i ] [ i ] ;
sum=0;
}
det=det∗a [ i ] [ i ] ;
}
det=det∗det ;
re turn det ;
}
5.choleskyinv(int n, double **l) returns the inverse matrix of a, once this has been trans-
formed into L by cholesky.
/∗C a l c u l a t e s the inverse of a symmetric p o s i t i v e−d e f i n i t e matrix A, which has been changed by L , where A=L∗L^T . Saves the inverse i n t o the changed matrix L∗/
54 Annexes
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
# include <math . h>
# include " cholesky_solve . h"
void cholesky_inv ( in t , double ∗ ∗ ) ;
void cholesky_inv ( i n t n , double ∗∗ l ) {
i n t i , j ;
double ∗b ;
double ∗∗ inv ;
b=malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( b==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error t r y i n g to save b\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
inv =( double ∗∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ∗ ) ) ;
i f ( inv==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error t r y i n g to save inv\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
inv [ i ] = ( double ∗ ) malloc ( ( i +1)∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( inv [ i ]==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error t r y i n g to save inv[%d]\n " , i ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
b [ i ] = 0 ;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
b [ i ] = 1 ; /∗We consider b as the i ^th canonic vec tor in each step∗/
cholesky_solve ( n , l , b ) ;
f o r ( j = i ; j <n ; j ++){
inv [ j ] [ i ]=b [ j ] ;
}
f o r ( j =0 ; j <n ; j ++)
b [ j ] = 0 ;
}
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j = i ; j <n ; j ++){
l [ j ] [ i ]= inv [ j ] [ i ] ;
}
}
f r e e ( b ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
6.1 Code 55
f r e e ( inv [ i ] ) ;
}
f r e e ( inv ) ;
re turn ;
}
6.choleskysolve gives the solution of a system of the type AX=b once A is transformed into
L, so it solves L*LT*x=b.
/∗Solves the problem Ax=b using the decomposition A=L∗L^T from cholesky , where A i s symmetric and p o s i t i v e−d e f i n i t e . So L∗L^Tx=b so L^Tx=y and Ly=b∗/
void cholesky_solve ( in t , double ∗∗ , double ∗ ) ;
void cholesky_solve ( i n t n , double ∗∗ l , double ∗b ) {
i n t i , j ;
double sum=0;
/∗We c a l c u l a t e the s o l u t i o n of Ly=b and save the s o l u t i o n i n t o b∗/
f o r ( i =0 ; i <n ; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j < i ; j ++){
sum+= l [ i ] [ j ]∗b [ j ] ;
}
b [ i ] = ( b [ i ]−sum)/ l [ i ] [ i ] ;
sum=0;
}
/∗We c a l c u l a t e the s o l u t i o n of ( L^T ) x=y and save the s o l u t i o n i n t o b∗/
f o r ( i =n−1; i >=0; i−−){
f o r ( j =n−1; j > i ; j −−){
sum+= l [ j ] [ i ]∗b [ j ] ;
}





7.randEVin f (int n, int m, double mu*, double **sigma, double *mini, double *maxi) calcu-
lates the expected values and standard deviation of the random portfolios created above,
mu is the vector with the expected values of individual assets and sigma is the covari-
ance matrix saved as a triangular matrix. the minimal and maximal expected returns are
calculated in order that the plots from data are adjusted.
/∗Given random weights , i t c a l c u l a t e s t h e i r expected value and variance , from a covar iance matrix saved as a t r i a n g u l a r i n f e r i o r matrix ∗/
# include < s t d i o . h>
# include < s t d l i b . h>
# include <math . h>
void random_EV_inf ( in t , in t , double ∗ , double ∗∗ , double ∗ , double ∗ ) ;
void random_EV_inf ( i n t n , i n t m, double ∗mu, double ∗∗sigma , double∗ mini , double ∗maxi ) {
i n t i , j ;
double res , aux ;
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double ∗w, ∗ prod ;
w=( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f (w==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error en l a memoria a l guardar w\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
prod =( double ∗ ) malloc ( n∗ s i z e o f ( double ) ) ;
i f ( prod==NULL) {
p r i n t f ( " Error en l a memoria a l guardar prod\n " ) ;
e x i t ( 1 ) ;
}
FILE ∗entrada , ∗ s o r t i d a ;
entrada=fopen ( " aleatW . t x t " , " r " ) ;
s o r t i d a =fopen ( " randEV_inf . t x t " , "w" ) ;
f o r ( i =0 ; i <m; i ++){
f o r ( j =0 ; j <n ; j ++){
f s c a n f ( entrada ,"% l e " ,&w[ j ] ) ;
}
r es=prodVecVec ( n ,mu,w) ;
prodVecMatInf ( n ,w, sigma , prod ) ;
aux= s q r t ( prodVecVec ( n ,w, prod ) ) ;
/∗Calculamos e l mÃnimo y e l mÃ¡ximo∗/
i f ( res >maxi [ 0 ] ) {
maxi [0 ]= re s ;
}
i f ( res <mini [ 0 ] ) {
mini [ 0 ] = re s ;
}
f p r i n t f ( sor t ida ,"% l e %l e \n " , aux , r es ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( entrada ) ;
f c l o s e ( s o r t i d a ) ;
f r e e (w) ;





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 6.2: Tangent portfolios given by Markowitz Model.
